SUPPLEMENTAL DATA TO PHOTOFACT FOLDER 3 IN SET 399

RCA Victor Models 2IC8725, U, 2IC8727, U, 2IC8775, U, 2IC8777, U, 2IC8885, U, 2IC8895, U, 2IC8897, U, 2IC8899, U, 2IC8899, U, 2IC8899, U, 2IC8906, U, 2IC8907, U, 2IC8909, U, 2IC8927, U, 2IC8949, U (Ch. CTCTN, B, C, D, E, F) were covered in PHOTOFACT Folder 3 - Set 399.

Models Z1CF8965, U and Z1CF8965, U (Ch. CTCTN, P, CTP5A) are electrically identical to the models covered except for the following changes.

**AUDIO CIRCUIT CHANGED**

A separate audio amplifier chassis is used in Ch. CTCTN, P. When this separate amplifier chassis is used, V8 (Audio Output) is changed to a voltage regulator circuit. Partial schematics showing the voltage regulator circuit and the audio amplifier circuit is given in this bulletin.

**COMPONENT CHANGES**

1. R52 is omitted.
2. L15 is omitted.
3. A 1000μF @ 500V ceramic capacitor is added from the junction of R41 and the 280V voltage source to ground.
4. R133 is decreased from 22Ωmeg to 10Ωmeg.
5. R3B is now a single control as R3A (Tone) is a part of the separate amplifier chassis. The new part number for the height control is #05877.

**AC INPUT CIRCUIT REVISED**

The AC Input Circuit has been revised in order to use the separate audio amplifier chassis. A partial schematic showing the new circuit is given in this bulletin.

---

**PHOTOFACT STANDARD NOTATION SCHEMATIC**
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